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Abstract

Constructive implicit surfaces are attractive for modeling and animation because they seamlessly handle shapes with

complex and dynamic topology. However, the way they merge shapes is difficult to control. This paper introduces

a solution: an improved blend operator that provides control over how topology changes are handled. It is based

on a correction applied to the standard blending operator: the sum. Building on summation preserves the n-ary

nature of the blend, providing the simplicity of arbitrary (e.g. flat) construction trees and segmentation invariance.

The correction is based on projection to a reference case in the variation-space defined by the field and the norm of

its gradient. It provides a single parameter, allowing for tuning behavior to achieve effects ranging from avoiding

topological combination, through merging only during overlap, to merging at a distance. Dynamic adjustment of

the parameter allows for context-dependent effects. Applications range from skeleton-based modeling, where shapes

keep the topology of their skeleton, to objects that change topology during animation, with controllable merging. We

illustrate the latter with Manga-style hair, where merging depends on the angle between hair wisps.

Figure 1: Topology control for implicit models can be used to prevent blending at distance and guarantee the topology of skeleton-

based surfaces (left) or to control the dynamic topology of Manga-style hair (right), where blending should not only depend on

distance but also on the angle between neighboring hair-wisps.

1. Introduction

Implicit surface blending is an attractive tool for mod-

eling and animation. Its ability to adapt to the underly-

ing topology means that it can be used to create seam-

less, smooth surfaces from a collection of parts. This

frees the user from being concerned with how to connect

different pieces, or from how the topology may change

as parts move and interact with each other. However,

this topological freedom has also limited the application

of implicit modeling: while users do not need to con-

sider how pieces will combine, they also cannot control
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this combination. So while shape components tend to

merge when they come closer and to separate when they

move apart, there is no way to control when topological

changes will occur. For instance implicit drops of water

will deform and merge before they collide or the arm of

an implicit character may merge with its body if they

come too close. With no control over the topology, im-

plicit blending is limited to “soft” objects without crisp

boundaries, and is unable to model selective combina-

tion effects.

While some recent methods addressed the topology

control issue, they only did so through binary combina-

tion operators. This brings several drawbacks: Firstly,

being restricted to binary blends complicates modeling

and increases the cost of field queries, due to the larger

depth of binary trees compared to n-ary ones. Secondly,

it causes the loss of segmentation-invariance, the ability

to create skeletal surfaces that do not depend on the way

their skeleton is tessellated, enabling seamless refine-

ment and tuning during interactive design. So far, these

drawbacks have limited the use of topology-controlled

blending in skeletal implicit modeling and animation.

In contrast, N-ary blending enables to combine an arbi-

trary number of primitives using a single blending node.

For example, summation is an N-ary blending operator

that provides a simple way to smoothly blend implicit

surfaces in an order-independent manner, however, it

cannot provide control over topology. See Figure 2.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: A large number of segment-skeletons are used to

generate an implicit surface, built with the SCALIS model.

Using blending by summation (a) brings segmentation invari-

ance, but does not produce the expected topology. Using our

method (b) enables us to keep the topology of the union of the

input primitives.

The goal of this work is to develop an N-ary blending

operator that provides topology control while maintain-

ing segmentation invariance, and is applicable to any

family of skeleton-based implicit surface. The topolog-

ical control we are looking for should allow a range of

different merging behaviors both for static and dynamic

examples. Figure 3 depicts four examples of behaviors

Figure 3: Taxonomy of blending behaviors, with real ex-

ample on top and schematic illustration at the bottom. From

left to right: Skeletal-blend, contact-blend, distance-blend and

context-dependent-blend. Note that context is the temperature

for the lava flow, but is the orientation of the primitives in the

bottom sketch, where we illustrate the angle-dependent blend-

ing we need for hair wisps.

that we can observe either in the real world, or for ex-

isting imaginary objects. We seek to provide this range:

Skeletal-blend is needed to model organic shapes such

as characters, animals or trees. While implicit model-

ing is useful in these cases to generate a smooth shape

around a ramified skeletal structure, shape-parts should

remain distinct rather than merge when they come to

contact. Therefore, the topology of this type of shapes

should always remain the one of their internal skeleton,

such as the dragon in Figure 1 left.

Contact-blend is designed for animating shapes that

should deform and merge if and only if they come

into contact. Moreover, when they start merging, they

should do so in a progressive way, as drops of water.

The topology of this type of shape always remains the

same as the one of the union the blended primitives.

Distance-blend captures shapes that deform and merge

when they come close to each other, before colliding.

Clouds are an example of such behavior among natu-

ral phenomena. This behavior was also used for im-

plicit deformers modeling dynamic garment folds [1].

The topological genus of this type of shape is smaller or

equal to the one of the union the blended primitives.

Context-dependent blend is used in cases when the

blending behavior, among the three above, should

change in space and/or time depending on context. In

nature, this is the case for instance for lava flows, where

blocks of lava melt and merge at high temperature, but

separate to form a highly granular crust when the flow

cools down. Their behavior then spans from distance-

blend to contact-blend and then to skeletal-blend, de-
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pending on the temperature. This range of behaviors

can also be observed in the quite different case of imag-

inary, volumetric hair, where the context is given by the

local distribution of wisp directions. Neighboring wisps

should merge at small distance when their orientation is

similar, but squash and repulse each other in other cases

(Figure 15, right).

In this work, we introduce an N-ary blending operator

enabling to span between objects that deform rather than

merge, merge on contact, or merge at distance. The new

operator can be used to combine any number of arbi-

trary skeleton-based implicit primitives, provided they

are all generated using the same kernel function. This

includes sets of primitives defined using skeletons of

different dimensions such as points, curves or surfaces,

which makes our solution applicable to a large range

of shapes. Topology control is performed by tuning a

single parameter. This provides a simple way to model

context-dependent blending effects by dynamically ad-

justing the parameter based on context, enabling effects

such as materials with clumping phenomena like hair.

The basic idea of our approach is to use the stan-

dard sum operator, while correcting its results to avoid

unwanted topological changes. This allows us to re-

tain the flexibility of n-ary additive blends, but also to

achieve topological control. The key challenge is to de-

fine the adjustment anywhere in space, and for a wide

range of implicit surface types. To provide this gen-

erality, we express the correction as a function of the

result of the sum operator expressed in variation space

(defined as the cartesian product of possible field val-

ues and norms of associated gradients). The enabling

insight is to define the correction through projection, in

this space, onto a reference case that none of our adjust-

ments should change. The projection angle provides the

topology-control parameter we were looking for: tun-

ing it enables to switch between the different merging

behaviors we already listed.

To present our approach, we first review previous so-

lutions for controlling implicit blends in Section 2. We

then introduce our general method for defining n-ary,

controllable blends in Section 3. We detail the imple-

mentation of our projection operator in Section 4. Our

solutions for using the projection angle for topology

control are presented in Section 5. We finally discuss

use cases in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Skeleton-based implicit surfaces, built by blending

primitive shapes, where introduced as an easy way to

model complex and dynamic topology [2, 3]. They have

been used since then for rendering water and viscous

material [4, 5, 6], for combining shape components in

sketch-based modeling applications [7], for animating

garment folds that merge rather than collide [1] and re-

cently, for improving character skinning [8].

Blobby surfaces [2, 3] are defined by decreasing func-

tions of the distance to skeleton-points. Distance sur-

faces extend this to decreasing functions of the distance

to any geometric skeleton (a curve, a surface, or even

a volume). However, using the sum of field contribu-

tions as blending operator generates non-desired bulges

at junctions for this model, when graphs of 1D or 2D

skeletal components are used. Convolution surfaces

solve this problem by defining the field as the integral

of point-contributions along the skeleton [9, 10]. There-

fore, they generate smooth shapes that are independent

from the way the skeleton is split into primitives. This

model was recently extended to scale-invariant integral

surfaces (SCALIS) providing radius control and limit-

ing the blur of details [11].

Unfortunately, using the standard summation blend

makes the amount of blending between primitives, and

in particular whether topology changes are going to oc-

cur, difficult to predict. These changes depends on the

slope of the kernel function used. Moreover, the fact

that shapes blend at distance is often un-desired: for in-

stance implicit water droplets will start to merge before

they collide, and the hand of a character may blend with

its body if they come close. Therefore, the topology

of a skeleton-based implicit shape does not always re-

flect the one of its skeleton, in contrast to the skeletons

built in shape analysis methods, which are there to en-

code the shape topology [15]. This unwanted blending

problem1 was identified years ago, leading to a number

of solutions.

One early approach monitored topology changes dur-

ing animations, in order to improve meshing [14]. Other

early methods used static or dynamic blending graphs to

define which primitives were allowed to blend [16, 5],

but this generated shape discontinuities. [17] improved

the blending graph approach by introducing decay func-

tions to avoid discontinuities, but this complex solution

was restricted to connected skeleton graphs, and did not

handle arbitrary branchings.

Recent solutions use binary blending operators for

preventing blending at distance, and more precisely for

insuring that the model always keeps the topology of

1Note that this problem does not occur in level set implicit mod-

els [12, 13], but we focus here on skeleton representation, which en-

able direct shape modeling and animation.
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the union of the input surfaces [18, 19, 20]. The first

ones restrict blending to the inside of a geometric prim-

itive defined around the intersection. [20] rather defines

a blending operator depending not only on field values,

but also on the angle between the gradients of the two

input primitives.

In this paper, we present the first solution which pro-

vides topology control for n-ary blends. In contrast with

previous work, our approach not only captures blends

that preserve the topology of the union of the input

shapes, but also provides control to achieve other ef-

fects when desired. As [20], we use the field gradient to

identify regions where blending should be allowed, but

this is done using the norm of the resulting gradient after

an additive blend, in contrast with the original method

based on the angle between two input gradients. There-

fore, unlike the prior work, our approach is not limited

to binary blends.

3. N-ary blending operator based on summation

This section first gives some background on implicit

modeling to clarify our notations. It then presents the

three key-ideas to our method: defining our new blend-

ing operator as a correction to the additive blend; using

the norm of the resulting gradient - together with the

field value - to characterize blending regions; and lastly,

using projection to a reference case in the resulting vari-

ation space, to define the correction.

3.1. Background: Skeleton-based implicit modeling

Implicit surfaces are defined as the set of points p

in space where f (p) = iso, where f is a given scalar

field and iso an iso-value [21]. The interior of an ob-

ject are the points of space where f (p) > iso. The

iso-value is a part of the shape definition. In this work,

we therefore keep it to a fixed value. Different surfaces

can be blended by combining their fields’ contributions.

The most simple blending operator is the sum, used to

smoothly blend an arbitrary number of the input primi-

tives:

f (p) =
∑

i

fi(p) (1)

where fi is the field function defining the ith primitive.

The combination of a number of input primitives using

various successive blends is stored into a construction

tree.

We now give the equations for all the implicit models

we will use; all these primitives are based on distance to

skeleton computations. Given a point in space p and a

point on the skeleton q, we will note the distance com-

putation :

d(p,q) = ‖p − q‖ (2)

Let k be the decreasing function of the distance (or ker-

nel) used to define our implicit primitives. Let τS i
be the

radius control parameter, which can either be constant

or vary over the skeleton S i. We define scale-invariant

distance to a skeleton point q with radius τS i
(q) as :

eS i
(p,q) =

d(p,q)

τS i
(q)

(3)

Then the distance primitive generated by S i and τS i
is

defined in a scale-invariant way using:

fi(p) = min
q∈S i

k ◦ eS i
(p,q) (4)

Similarly, the scale-invariant integral primitive [11] for

skeleton S i and radius τS i
is defined through:

fi(p) =
1

Nk

∫

S i

k ◦ eS i
(p,q)

τS i
(q)δ

dq (5)

where δ is the dimension of S i (0 for points, 1 for line-

skeletons, 2 for surface-skeletons) and Nk a normaliza-

tion factor depending only on the kernel used.

Note that if S i is a point-skeleton, both formula give

the same result, which is the usual way of defining the

field function of a blob:

fi(P) = k ◦ eS i
(p,q) (6)

The method developed in this paper holds for all of

these implicit models, which can be seamlessly com-

bined in the same scene using our blending method.

Union of balls: In the remainder of the paper, the union

of balls refers to the infinite union of all the balls cen-

tered on the skeleton of an implicit shape and whose ra-

dius is the local radius value τ at the center point. When

the skeleton is composed of several distinct pieces, the

union of balls corresponds to a sharp union of the unions

of balls of the different skeletal parts, with no blending

nor smoothing. In the remainder of this paper (e.g. Fig-

ures 6, 7, 12), unions of balls will be used for compari-

son with the new blends we are defining.

3.2. Correction on top of a sum

Sum is a simple, well-known blending operator. It

has a number of important properties that any new oper-

ator must preserve. Appart from Ricci’s blending [22],

it is the only smooth n-ary blending operator known so
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far. It fits well with convolution and SCALIS surfaces

defined from an integral along a skeleton, since the lin-

earity of the integral (the integral of a sum of functions

is the sum of the integrals of these functions) brings the

segmentation-invariant property.

To preserve these nice properties of the sum operator,

our new operator is built on top of it: the method first

computes a sum of all field contributions, and then ap-

plies a correction C that maps field values to other ones:

f̂ = C( f ) = C















∑

i

fi















This is a key point of our solution: it enables us to

keep the n-ary nature of the blend and therefore to han-

dle an arbitrary number of objects and complex skele-

ton graphs through a single blend of all their individual

primitives.

3.3. Using the norm of a scale-invariant gradient

Using not only fields, but also gradients, proved use-

ful for controlling binary blends [20]. However, while

the previous method used a binary blend parameterized

by the angle between the input gradient vectors, we

adopt a different strategy, enabling us to preserve the

n-ary nature of the blend: we use the norm of the result-

ing gradient vector, after a standard sum. Indeed, space

points where topology changes are singular points of the

gradient field [14], i.e. points where the norm of the gra-

dient vanishes. Therefore, the norm of the gradient tells

us something about how close the query point is to re-

gions where topology is going to change.

To give more insight, let us consider the simple sce-

nario depicted in Figure 4. At the right of the figure,

p2
p1

p2

p1

skeleton bending

Figure 4: Characterizing regions where blending is too high

when a shape bends (right picture): Too much blending at dis-

tance occurs in inner regions, such as at p1, while no unwanted

blending occurs at p2. These two cases can be identified by

comparing the proportionality between the norm of the gradi-

ent and the field value, compared to the reference case on the

left.

the field computed using sum tends to be too high in re-

gions where the norm of the gradient is small, such as

at point p1, where the shape folds onto itself. We would

therefore like to decrease the field value there. In con-

trast, the ratio between the field value resulting from the

sum and the norm of its gradient remain the same on p2

when the shape folds. We have no correction to apply

there, since there is no risk for unwanted blending.

The norm of the gradient should therefore be one of

the input of the correction function C. However, to be

able to get a measure which is applicable to both small

scale and large scale objects, we need a scale invariant

gradient.

While the scalar field of implicit primitives defined

from equations (4), (5) and (6) are invariant through

scaling of the shape, this is not true for their gradi-

ent fields. Indeed, small shapes have sharper fields

and therefore larger gradient norms. Mathematically,

when we derive the term k ◦ eS i
(p,q) that appears in (4),

(5) and (6) with respect to the distance d(p,q), we get
1

τSk (q)
k′ ◦eS i

(p,q). The factor 1
τSk (q)

explains the change

of scale of the gradient, which is inversely proportional

to the primitive size. We can therefore easily define a

scale-invariant gradient as ∇S f by using τSk (q) k in-

stead of k when computing the space derivatives of the

field.

We add the norm of the resulting scale invariant gra-

dient as an input of the correction operator C:

f̂ = C( f , ‖∇S f ‖) (7)

We are now looking for a function C defined over

the 2D cartesian product space of all ( f , ‖∇S f ‖) values

taken by the sum of the input primitives. We call this

space the variation-space of f .

3.4. Projection to a reference case

We define the correction to be applied to the sum of

the input fields through projection, in the variation space

we just defined, onto a reference case that none of our

adjustments should change. This is done as follows:

As shown in Figure 4, extra blending in the con-

cave parts of a shape may cause unwanted topological

changes. But when the skeleton is a line, there is no

risk for extra blending, so no correction is necessary.

Making a correction in this case would even break the

segmentation invariance property: the shape generated

by aligned segments forming a line would then be sub-

ject to bulges or creases where segments joint. There-

fore, we choose an infinite line skeleton as our reference

case, where the field value given by the sum should be

kept unchanged.
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Figure 5: Left: Curve G representing the reference case in

variation space. Vertical, horizontal, and closest point projec-

tions are depicted for point A1. Right: Projection in a fixed di-

rection, approximated using the intersection between the line

in green and the line passing through vertical and horizontal

projections.

Let us look at the specific correspondence between

field and norm of gradient values created everywhere

in the 3D space by the reference case we just defined

(an infinite line skeleton). When plotting these values

in variation space (see Figure 5), we note that all points

fall onto a single curve G, that entirely spans both axes.

Mathematically speaking, our reference case defines a

bijective mapping between the field and the norm of the

scale-invariant gradient for all kernels k of interest (i.e.

when both k and its first derivative k′ are strictly de-

creasing functions). For such kernels, there exist a bi-

jective mapping g such that

∀p ∈ R3 , ‖∇S f (p)‖ = g( f (p)),

and G = { f , g( f )} is the graph of this function. The ex-

act formula for this curve depends on the kernel k used

and will be derived in Section 4.1. Note that all iso-

lated implicit primitive defined using the same kernel k

(for instance generated by a point-skeleton, a segment-

skeleton or a triangle-skeleton) exactly match the refer-

ence case in variation space. Apart from them, forming

a curve in variation space is specific to the reference

case: Most implicit shapes, such as the one at the right

of Figure 4 span non-bounded 2D regions in variation

space.

To keep the field unchanged in the reference case, the

operator C we are looking for should output the original

scalar field value f for points located on G in variation

space; C should thus coincide with the abscissa operator

when applied on the curve G.

Our key insight for defining C everywhere else in

variation space is to use a projection to the curve G be-

fore taking the abscissa:

C( f , ‖∇S f ‖) = Âx.

where Â is a projection of A = ( f , ‖∇S f ‖) onto the

curve. Using a projection insures that neither the ref-

erence case nor any isolated implicit primitive (sharing

the same graph in variation space) will not be affected

by our corrections. Moreover, the further A is from G,

the larger the correction is (i.e. the difference between

input and output abscissas), which is the desired be-

havior: this will enable large field values to be reduced

sufficiently when the associated norm of gradient is too

small, such as at point A1 in Figure 5.

Note that the operator C corrects field values only.

The gradient is recomputed numerically from the local

corrected field values around a query point.

Let us now discuss the choice of the projection op-

erator: There are different simple ways to project A

onto the curve G, Each leading to a different correction

to the blending behavior: we could think for instance

of vertical or horizontal projections, and projection to

the closest point, as depicted in Figure 5 (left)). If we

use a vertical projection onto the curve, the field will

not change. Our new operator will then be identical to

blending by summation. In contrast, horizontal projec-

tion corresponds to the largest possible correction: the

field will heavily decrease for all points at the right of

the curve (smaller gradient than the reference case for a

given field value), which reduces blending but may also

create undesired empty gaps between primitives. Using

projection to the closest point on G could seem the most

natural solution: however, for a given input field value,

the correction would become closer to the maximal one

(horizontal projection) when the norm of gradient in-

creases, while we would like the opposite. Moreover,

using this single, predefined projection would not pro-

vide the control we need for capturing the different be-

haviors depicted in Figure 3.

In this work, we rather use projection in an arbi-

trary, fixed direction: The projection angle then pro-

vides the continuous parameter we were looking for to

allow topology control. It enables to span between hor-

izontal and vertical projection, the two extreme behav-

iors we just described. Moreover, if the kernel is well

chosen, projection can be computed efficiently and key
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values of the projection angle parameter can be explic-

itly computed. The methods are detailed in the next sec-

tion.

4. Implementing the operator

4.1. Practical choices

In practice, implementing the correction C is easier

with a kernel that provides a closed-form solution for

the bijective mapping between the field and the norm of

scale-invariant gradient in the reference case. This is the

case for inverse kernels of arbitrary degree n, defined by

k(d) =
(

1
d

)n
. When integrated along an infinite skeleton

line with formula 5, it yields:

f (τ, d) =

(

τ

d

)n−1

(8)

‖∇S f ‖(τ, d) = (n − 1)

(

τ

d

)n

(9)

where d is the distance to the line and τ the required

radius along it (derivation of the formula is provided in

section 1.1 of the supplemental material). From equa-

tions (8) and (9) we get the bijective mapping :

‖∇S f ‖ = (n − 1) f
n

n−1 and f =

(

‖∇S f ‖
n − 1

)
n−1

n

(10)

The reference curve G in variation space is therefore de-

fined as

g( f ) = (n − 1) f
n

n−1 , and G = { f , g( f )} (11)

In the remainder of this paper, we develop our solu-

tion for this specific kernel, which we use for blobs, for

distance surfaces and for integral surfaces.

Skeletons of arbitrary dimensions. Although being one

dimensional, the reference case we rely on can be used

for any set of input implicit primitives. Because the

primitives we use are all scale-invariant (see Section 2),

their images in variation space are the same as for point-

skeletons: if we add the extra constraint of choosing

inverse kernels of degree n + 1 for point-skeletons, n

for curve-skeletons and n−1 for surface-skeletons, then

the image in variation space (i.e. Eq. 11) of all inte-

gral primitives generated from skeleton of “infinite” size

(line and plane) is the same as for point-skeletons. This

holds true for other kernels such as the Cauchy kernel

and the Compact Polynomial kernel. The derivation of

the formula for plane is similar to the above derivation

for a line, and can be found in section 1.2 of the supple-

mental material.

In practice, we impose this extra constraint on the de-

grees of the inverse kernels used, while n can be used

to tune the smoothness of the resulting shapes. Since

the fields of all input surfaces refer to the same refer-

ence case, we can seamlessly blend them whatever their

dimension by directly summing their fields and then ap-

plying a single correction, through projection in varia-

tion space.

Projection in a fixed direction. The projection we use in

equation 7 is computed in a fixed direction defined by a

projection angle α, as shown in Figure 5, right. Note

that while the parameter usually varies between 0 and
π
2
, negative projection angles can be used as well. The

projection of point A = ( f , ‖∇S f ‖) in variation space is

given by the intersection between the curve G and the

lineD passing through A with the prescribed direction :

D = {(x,− tan(α)x + ‖∇S f ‖ + tan(α) f ) / x ∈ R}.

Although this intersection could be computed analyti-

cally for low kernel degrees, we simplify the computa-

tion by locally approximating G with a line. We choose

two points on G, corresponding to the horizontal and

vertical projections, to define the approximation (Fig-

ure 5 (right)). This insures the exact values are com-

puted for these two key points. The distances to these

two points are computed in closed form. Let lH being

the signed distance between A and the horizontal pro-

jection:

lH = f −
(

‖∇S f ‖
n − 1

)
n−1

n

,

union of balls α = π
2

α = π
4

α = 0

Figure 6: Top to bottom: blending when segment-primitives

of equal radius come close to each other. From left to right:

union of balls inside the shapes, vertical projection (sum), pro-

jection with angle α = π
4
, and horizontal projection.
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and lV being the signed distance between A and the ver-

tical projection:

lV = (n − 1) f
n

n−1 − ‖∇S f ‖ ,

then the corrected scalar field can be computed by inter-

polation:

f̂α = f − lHlV

lV + lH tan(α)
. (12)

Note that in the case of horizontal projection (α = 0),

the new field value will only be defined by the scale-

invariant gradient :

f̂α=0 =

(

‖∇S f ‖
n − 1

)
n−1

n

(13)

The quality of this approximation increases as the

computation point position in variation space moves

closer to the reference case (in which case there is no

approximation error). Note that an alternative to this

approximation scheme would be the use of numerical

root finding.

The projection angle α provides a single control pa-

rameter that provides a variety of behaviors, see Fig-

ures 6 and 7 for examples. In order to avoid numeri-

cal instabilities when α tend toward π
2
, it is possible to

slightly change the way equation 12 is computed. The

alternative formulation is provided in the supplemental

material.

union of balls α = π
2

α = π
4

α = 0

Figure 7: Torus modeled from a circular skeleton, using dif-

ferent values for the projection angle.

4.2. Avoiding unwanted cavities

One problem with the above method is that the cor-

rection may introduce small unwanted voids inside the

blended interfaces when merging is reduced, but not

eliminated. This cavity problem can be seen in Fig-

ure 8. The problem comes from non-monotonic pro-

jection values in variation space, when we travel in the

tangent plane to a shape. We analyze this problem to

give some insight on our solution.

Figure 8: Scalar field of point-skeletons for different correc-

tion angle (in cross-section). The top row illustrates the cavity

problem, where a small cavity inside the shapes can be ob-

served in the center and right pictures. The bottom row shows

our correction, which enforces shape to consistently switch

between blending and non-blending behaviors depending on

the angle.

Analysis. Without loss of generality, let us consider two

point-skeletons, and look at the field correction we ap-

ply for points that lie on a half line of interest located

at equal distance from two primitives (top right of Fig-

ure 9). For each values of the distance d between the two

point-skeletons, the relationship between f and ‖∇S f ‖
is given by md( f ) = ‖∇S f ‖ with

md(x) = 2(n − 1)(x/2)
n+1
n−1

√

(2/x)
2

n−1 − (d/2)2.

This formula is derived in section 3.1 of the supplemen-

tal material. We call Md the graph of this function in

!

"
#

"
$

! ! !

"

!

%&'()'*+,-.(-*+/,0,1/

"# # $"$"

%
"

!

"#

Figure 9: Reference case for solving the cavity problem:

Each colored curve {Md = (x,md(x)), x ∈ R} corresponds to

the graph of ( f , ‖∇S f ‖) for the blending of two segment-

skeletons in the plane located at equal distance to each skele-

ton, from a distance d of 1.59 in green to a distance of 3.16 in

blue. The inclined line leaving from A0 is a given direction of

projection.
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variation-space, see Figure 9. Note that the function is

not bijective: If we look at the projection of A0 (asso-

ciated to p0, the point of null gradient shown in the top

right), we can see that it crossesMd in two points. This

means that there is another point on the half-line with

the same corrected field, and that all the points of the

curve Md above the line have a higher corrected field.

These non-monotonic variations of our correction ex-

plain the cavity problem, and are unwanted: indeed, the

point p0 is the closest point to both segment and there-

fore should have the highest field value to maintain a

consistent blending behavior.

A good field correction should ensure that the result-

ing field does not increase as h increases. Therefore,

we should change the method so that the resulting field

(abscissa of the projected point) does not increase along

any curveMd, when f decreases.

Correction of the cavity. Our correction is based on the

fact that, for a given curveMd, the derivative of the cor-

rected field along this curve is null at the point D where

the direction of projection is colinear to the tangent of

the curve. The simplest way to improve the field is then

to output a constant corrected field along the part ofMd

which is at the right of D, i.e. with higher f values.

Here is our algorithm for doing so. To compute f̂α(p):

1. Find the curveMd on which A = ( f (p), ‖∇S f (p)‖)
lies (solve md( f (P)) = ‖∇S f (p)‖ in d ),

2. Compute the point D ofMd whose tangent is co-

linear to the projection direction (solve md(Dx)′ =
tan(α), deduce Dy),

3. if f > Dx, then f̂α = D̂x, else f̂α is given by equa-

tion (12).

Steps 1 and 2 can be solved analytically. Details are pro-

vided in the supplemental material. Results are shown

in Figure 8 (second row). Note that in practice, the cav-

ity correction only adds 20 lines of code to the imple-

mentation.

5. Topology control

In this section, we describe how the projection angle

α is chosen to provide the various types of behavior we

wish to create. The value of α is either chosen by the

user (for example, using a slider) and assigned to a sub-

set of the primitives (or all of them), or is computed for

each point in a context-dependent manner. We first dis-

cuss how specific values of α can be chosen to achieve

the various behaviors, and then describe how they can

be computed based on context.

5.1. Key Parameter Values

The first three behaviors in Figure 3 are generated us-

ing appropriate values of α. Low values of alpha lead

to blend avoidance (objects deforming when they come

in contact, and only blending when they overlap suffi-

ciently). High values of alpha lead to blending at dis-

tance. The degree of these effects depends on the value

of α, for example lower values require more overlap be-

fore blending occurs.

The case of contact blend, where primitives begin to

blend exactly when they come in contact, occurs for

a specific key value of α. For values of α above this

threshold, blending at a distance will occur; for values

below, blending will be avoided until a sufficient over-

lap. Unfortunately, this key value where contact blend

occurs varies depending on the shapes being blended.

Here we derive the key value for two extreme cases:

when two convex primitives come together, and when

an infinite number of convex primitives come together

(the center of a torus). The first case is important in

practice, while the second can be used as a lower bound

for the interval where key-values for arbitrary shapes are

to be looked for.

Contact-blend between two convex primitives. The

case of two convex primitives coming into contact is

common, for example when a spherical drop comes into

contact with a planar surface for a stylized depiction of

rain. This same situation occurs for contacts in the con-

vex regions of more complex shapes, such as when the

arms of the dragon come to contact, or near point p2 for

the bent shape of Figure 4.

Without loss of generality, we consider the specific

case of two parallel line primitives of radius 1 coming to

contact parallel to each other. When no blending occurs,

the generated shapes are two cylinders. Given our cor-

rection to the cavity problem, topology changes occurs,

as expected, at the mid points of segment orthogonally

joining the two lines.

We are looking for the distance d where the change of

topology occurs as a function of α. Closed-form expres-

sion can be derived in two cases. From Equation (13),

we obtain that for α = 0 (horizontal projection), the

topology change occurs at a distance d =
√

n

(

2√
n+1

)
n+1

n

,

for the inverse kernel of degree 4, d ≈ 1.7396 < 2. From

Equation (8), we obtain that for α = π
2

(summation

blending) the change of topology occurs for d = 2
n

n−1 .

We compute intermediate values numerically using a di-

chotomy on d for each value of α. The graph of d in

function of α is the blue curve in Figure 10.
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This graph give us the key-value we are looking for;

it is the α value for which primitives of radius 1 blend

when their union of balls are tangent, i.e. when d = 2.

We compute it numerically using a dichotomy on α.

For the inverse kernel of degree n = 3 we get α ≈ 0.93,

for degree 4 we get α ≈ 1.16 and for degree 5 we

have α ≈ 1.28. Using these specific values of α to

parametrize our operator enables us to get the contact-

blend behavior for any pair of implicit primitives re-

gardless of their skeleton respective dimensions (points,

curves, surfaces), as well as when convex parts of any

pair of arbitrary shapes approach each other.

Case of toroidal shapes. When more than two objects

(or parts of objects) approach each other, the deriva-

tion for 2 primitives does not apply. This situation oc-

curs frequently in practice in concave regions of shapes,

such as at p1 in Figure 4 (left). In such situations, more

blending occurs, so a smaller value of αwill be required

to preserve the topology of the union of balls. To pro-

vide some insight for choices of α in such cases, we

derived the value of α required to preserve the topology

of the union of balls in the extreme case of a point be-

ing fully surrounded by implicit primitives, i.e. in the

case of a circular skeleton whose radius is equal to the

radius τ of the shape around it (using integral surface

from Equation (5)) . A similar shape is pictured in Fig-

ure 7.

At the center of such primitive for kernel of even de-

2 parallel segments torus

 
22 2

α

d or r

1

2

0 π

2
-0.56 1.16

Figure 10: Relationship between the angle value α and the

distance d at which topology changes for two parallel seg-

ments of radius 1 (depicted in cross section), and for a torus

with major radius r and minor radius 1.

gree n, the field is equal to :

f (p) = 2

n/2
∏

j=2

2 j − 2

2 j − 3

This value is greater or equal to 4 for all n ≥ 4, whereas

in the tangential case of two parallel segments the field

value was equal to 2. However, in both cases the gradi-

ent is null. This explains the need for a different value

of α to preserve the topology of a torus versus the one

of two segment primitives coming in contact. We can

compute numerically the key value required to preserve

the topology of the torus: for a kernel of degree n = 4,

α should be equal to −0.56. This new value of α, which

corresponds to a negative projection angle, is a lower

bound on the value of α to be used in order to obtain a

contact-blend.

5.2. Dynamic Parameter Values

In order to obtain context-dependent effects, the con-

trol parameter α can also be set to vary in space or time.

The simplest context-dependent effects would associate

different values of α to different regions of space. The

parameter could also be computed based on animation

or simulation parameters. For instance, α could be com-

puted from the local temperatures value in the case of a

lava flow (see Figure 3): the higher the temperatures,

the higher the blending. Here we describe two effects

that we have found useful.

Per-skeleton blending. A value for the α parameter can

be included within the description of each skeleton S k.

In this case, the fields of the set of primitives can be

used to interpolate the parameter at each query point:

α(p) =

∑

i fi(p)αi
∑

i fi(p)
. (14)

Directional blending. More complex behavior can be

obtained using additional information from the skele-

tons. For instance we can define blending depending on

the local distribution of skeletal orientations in order to

enable merging when neighboring skeletons are paral-

lel, while preventing it when they are orthogonal. This

effect can be obtained through the following formula :

α(p) =

∑

i, j fi(p) f j(p)γ(ui.u j)
∑

i, j fi(p) f j(p)
, (15)

where ui is the direction of skeleton S i and γ is a poly-

nomial function used to interpolate between two ex-

tremal amounts of blending αmin and αmax in function

of the cosines of the angle between two skeletons.
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Figure 12: Close-up on the middle dragon from Figure 1. It was created using two Blobtree nodes : a max operator combines the

eyes with the rest of the dragon, which is created from a single n-ary blend with topology control. The close-ups show comparison

to sum of the same degree 4 inverse kernel primitives (upper left vignette) and to sum of compact Polynomial kernel primitives of

degree 6 (upper right vignette). Our solution is the only one that preserves the skeleton topology in (c).

In our implementation, we use:

γ(x) = (αmax − αmin)x8 + αmin. (16)

This arbitrary function provides a fast change of behav-

ior for angles in the interval [0; π
4
] and a nearly con-

stant behavior in the interval [ π
4
; π

2
]. The result of this

context-based blending is depicted in a simple case in

Figure 11, while an example of application is given in

Section 6, with the hair animation example.

6. Results and Discussion

6.1. Applications

Modeling organic shapes. The dragon model depicted

in Figures 1 and 12 illustrates the skeletal-topology be-

havior in the taxonomy of Figure 3. It was created

by blending 867 SCALIS segment-primitives through a

single nary blending node. We use the inverse kernel of

degree 4 to generate the primitives. The blend parameter

was set lower than the key value for contact-blend, in or-

der to prevent merging even when different parts overlap

Figure 11: Effect of directional blending between two seg-

ments with an angle ranging from 0 to π

2
. Although overlap-

ping, the orthogonal segments at the right do not merge.

slightly (see Figure 13). Figure 12 compares our result

with two previous models, using respectively the sum,

and a sum of sharper primitives modeled using a com-

pact polynomial kernel. The latter (the upper right in the

close-up pictures) gives almost the same results as our

method in (b) but reduces blending too much for small

scale primitives (a), while failing to preserve the topol-

ogy constraint (c). Note that since our method preserves

the segmentation-invariant property of integral surfaces,

this dragon model can be further refined by refining its

skeleton, for instance to get a smoother tail.

Figure 14, gives a second example of organic shape,

where both segment and triangle skeletons were used.

Note that using a combination of 1D and 2D skeleton

primitives enables to approximate the skeleton of any

3D shape.

Animating Manga-style hair. Manga-style, volumetric

hair, such as those depicted in Figures 1 and 15 is an ex-

ample of context-dependent blending behavior: wisps

of hair should smoothly blend when they have similar

orientations, while they should squash on each other

Figure 13: Close-up on the left dragon in Figure 1, where our

choice of α prevents unwanted blending (left) even though the

union of balls along the skeleton (right) slightly overlap.
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and bounce when they come to contact perpendicularly

to each other [23]. Furthermore, wisps tend to sepa-

rate in a sharp way. No previous geometric model, to

our knowledge, was able to automatically achieve this

behavior. Our solution uses Super-Helices [24] for an-

imating either straight or curly guide-hairs which cor-

respond to centerline of volume wisps. These guide-

hairs are tessellated into segments and serve as skele-

tons for SCALIS implicit primitives. Blending is con-

trolled using a combination of skeleton-based proper-

ties and of context-based, directional blending: Differ-

ent values αi,min and αi,max of the projection angle α are

set along each guide-hair, in order to get smooth blend-

ing near the scalp and sharp blending at the tip of the

hair wisps, while enabling the amount of blending to

vary depending on the angle with neighbors. When the

field is computed at a query point p, the αi,min and αi,max

values within each guide-hair Hi are first combined at p

using equation (14). A similar equation is used to asso-

ciate a direction vector ui to Hi at p:

ui(P) =

∑

j∈Hi
fi, j(p)ui, j

∑

j∈Hi
fi, j(p)

Figure 14: Our method applied to an object created from

point, segment and triangle skeletons. The skeleton is dis-

played on the top right. Bottom left : summation blend-

ing (α = π

2
). Bottom right : our method with contact

blend (α = 1.16).

Figure 15: Left : a 2D drawing of a character’s hair in the

style of manga hair. We can note the sharp creases where

wisps separate as well as the absence of blending between non

parallel wisps. Right : Result of our method in a similar case.

Figure 16: Result for curly hair, with a close view on the left.

where ui, j is the direction and fi, j the field generated

by the j-th segment skeleton of the i-th guide-hair.

Then, α(p) is computed using equation (15), where fi
is the field contribution of guide-hair Hi, and where the

bounds of the function γ are set from the minimal and

maximal α values for Hi at p.

Figure 17 provides some comparison between this

new contextual blending and the summation blending,

as well as results extracted from animations. This

method can be applied to both straight and curly hair

(see Figure 16).

6.2. Performances

Implicit surface extraction for the examples were per-

formed using the Marching Cubes algorithm. The use of

a flat construction tree enabled us to easily implement a

spatial optimization structure to accelerate field queries,

namely a fitted bounding volume hierarchy [25]. Com-

putational times are provided in Table 1. Their high

values are due to the use of small grid cells which are

required to retrieve fine features such as teeth of the

dragon model and sharp end-points of the hair. Using

a coarser grid (increasing grid’s cell size by a factor

12



(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 17: Left: Comparison between summation blend (a) and context dependent blend (b) : the wisp with a different orientation

is not blended with the other ones and the separation between wisps is sharper than with a summation blend. Right : Two examples

extracted from animations. See also the attached video.

5) enables interactive rate; a dragon generated a this

lower resolution and interactively edited is shown in

Figure 18. Besides improvement in the meshing method

used, computational times could also be improved by

deriving a closed-form gradient for our blending opera-

tor.

Meshing an implicit shape defined with our new op-

erator takes 7% more time than with a summation blend

in the dragon example (867 primitives). This additional

cost decreases when the number of primitives increases.

The extra cost of our operator increases to 65% more

than the summation blend in the case of hair (from 205

to 700 primitives) . This is due to the evaluation of the

context-based control parameter.

6.3. Advantages and limitations

These examples and the video illustrate the ability of

our method to capture different types of topological ef-

fects while performing n-ary blends. We preserve the

ability of the additive blend to create smooth surfaces

from multiple components. However, by changing the

blend parameter, we can achieve a variety of merging

behaviors. Moreover our method can safely be applied

before the use of any other composition operator (such

Nb Primitives Nb Triangles Times

Dragon - Figure 1(middle) 867 3 790k 51.3s

Monster - Figure 14 259 1 340k 59.3s

Volume Hair - Figure 15 205 972k 17.8s

Dragon (mid-res) - Figure 18 867 172k 1.56s

Table 1: Computation time of marching-cube on an Intel

Xeon (3.2 GHz, only one core used and no AVX).

as union, difference, etc) since it defines a smooth scalar

field everywhere in space.

At present, we have only derived the correction for in-

finite radius kernels. Kernels with local support should

be compatible with our method. Extending our deriva-

tion to them would reduce the computation time while

providing local shape control.

To further improve performance, one could also ex-

ploit the fact that our approach uses a single blend op-

erator, rather than a sequence of binary operators. This

enables the use of caching schemes for interactive mod-

eling, where only the field of the edited primitive and

the correction would be recomputed.

Low values of the blending parameter are used to pre-

vent blending. They cause slightly-overlapping primi-

tives to compress, rather than merge. This can only cor-

Figure 18: Lower quality mesh enabling to manipulate our

dragon model in real time.
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rect for small inter-penetrations: we still need to use col-

lision detection and response for more general anima-

tion. Also our method does not necessarily create con-

tact as there may be a gap between compressed parts.

Leaving this small gap could be desirable for some situ-

ations, such as animating a dressed character. Exactly

achieving contact would require determining another

key parameter value for the input shapes.

In this work, we only provided exact values for con-

tact blend in extreme cases. While some important

cases, such as the point primitives for water drops, fit

these, in other cases we can only approximate the key

value, usually making a conservative estimate to avoid

unwanted blending. This means that shapes that should

touch may compress slightly to avoid contact. Prior ap-

proaches, such as [20], have the same problem. Dy-

namically computing the key-value value would allow

exact contact blend. For instance, the angle α could be

computed as a function of some local “density” of skele-

tons.

Lastly, in future work, we hope to better explore

the range of possible behaviors that context-dependent

blends can generate and find ways to make their control

more intuitive for animators.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced the first n-ary blend-

ing method that combines the benefits of summation

operators with an easy to tune parameter that provides

topology control over the resulting shape. The method

is efficient and easy to implement. It seamlessly han-

dles the most common primitives used in skeleton-based

implicit modeling (blobs, distance surfaces and integral

surfaces). Simple behaviors can be achieved by tuning

a single control parameter, namely the angle α used for

projection to a reference case in variation-space. We

provide exact values of α for some specific behaviors,

such as for pairs of primitives that start to merge upon

contact. More complex blending behaviors can be eas-

ily parameterized, using skeleton-dependent or context-

dependent α values. This provides an easy way to model

organic shapes as it allows for smooth combination of

parts without unwanted self-intersection. In particular,

our new method handles the challenging case of an-

imating volumetric Manga-style hair, where dynamic

topology changes occur according to the angle between

neighboring hair wisps. This demonstrates that n-ary

blending with topology control makes skeletal implicit

modeling applicable to a wider range of modeling and

animation applications.
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